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i 
 
 

CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

Petitioners/Appellants Jessica Tavares, Dolly Suehead, Donna Caesar, and 

Barbara Suehead are each individuals. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 As members of a federally recognized Indian tribe, Appellants are entitled to 

certain fundamental rights when it comes to protection from abuse by their tribal 

governments.  One of these protections is the right to free speech.  Another is the 

right to due process.  Congress passed the Indian Civil Rights Act (ICRA) precisely to 

ensure that tribal governments honor these rights of their members, which are 

analogous to those guaranteed to everyone else under the U.S. Constitution.  In so 

doing, Congress recognized the need for a balance between respect for tribal tradition 

and respect for individual civil rights. Congress granted federal courts jurisdiction in 

appropriate cases to remedy egregious violations of these rights guaranteed by the 

ICRA. This is just such a case. 

  Here, it is undisputed that Appellants were punished for exercising their right 

to free speech and nothing more, and that this punishment was imposed without due 

process.  It is also  undisputed that the punishment was severe: banishment from the 

tribe for a period of ten years, and a deprivation of numerous tribal benefits, including 

a loss of income generated from tribal gaming. Appellants have lost everything simply 

because they dared speak their minds.   As a result, Appellants have been forced to 

come to federal court for redress.  It is beyond dispute that Congress gave federal 

courts the power to hear Appellants’ claims. 

STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 

 The district court had jurisdiction pursuant to The Indian Civil Rights Act 

(“ICRA;” 25 U.S.C. §§ 1301-1303).  The Motion to Dismiss was granted and 
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judgment entered on March 21, 2014.  (ER 521-539.)  A timely Notice of Appeal was 

filed on April 18, 2007.  (ER 540-541; 28 U.S.C. § 2107(a); Fed. R. App. P. 4(1)(1)(A).)  

This court has jurisdiction to review the District Court’s final decision pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. § 1291. 

ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

 Did the district court err in ruling it lacked jurisdiction to give relief to 

members of an Indian tribe (appellants) who, without notice and hearing, were 

“banished” by appellees for up to 10 years from all tribal lands and facilities and 

denied all financial benefits from their tribe as “punishment” for statements they 

made in support of a petition to recall appellees from the tribe’s governing council? 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

 Appellants are members of the United Auburn Indian Community (“UAIC” or 

“Tribe”), a federally recognized Indian tribe that owns and operates Thunder Valley 

Casino in Lincoln, California.  In 2011 they, pursuant to the Tribe’s constitution, 

wrote and circulated a petition to recall from office Tribal Council members for 

numerous acts of mismanagement.  They also circulated a press release to local media 

and made statements about the tribal mismanagement they felt justified the recall. 

 A few days after issuance of the press release, the Tribal Council informed 

appellants they were guilty of violating a tribal ordinance prohibiting defamation of 

tribal government officials.  Appellants were, without notice or hearing, “convicted” 

to suffer “punishment,” specifically (1) banishment “from all tribal lands and facilities 

for a period of 10 years (in the case of former Tribal Chair Jessica Tavares) and four 
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years (in the case of the other three appellants), and (2) total denial of tribal financial 

benefits (per capita distributions of casino profits) for four years (in the case of 

appellant Tavares) and six months (in the case of the other three appellants). 

 Appellants sought review from the Tribe’s Appeals Board (“Board”), which 

only had jurisdiction to consider the orders denying appellants their tribal financial 

benefits, but not the predicate convictions for “banishment” upon which those orders 

were based.  The Board, all of whose members are appointed by appellees, upheld the 

withholdings but reduced by six months (from four years to three and a half years for 

Tavares) and by one month (from six months to five months for the other three 

appellants) the curtailment of appellants’ financial benefits. 

 Appellants, having exhausted their tribal remedies, filed their petition for 

habeas and other relief challenging their banishment and denial of tribal financial 

benefits under the circumstances, and appellees’ conversion and misappropriation of 

the Tribe’s assets. 

 Appellees moved to dismiss the petition pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule 12 

(b)(1) claiming lack of subject matter jurisdiction. The district court heard oral 

argument and filed a Memorandum and Order granting the Motion to Dismiss on 

March 21, 2014. 

 Appellants filed a timely Notice of Appeal on April 18, 2014, challenging the 

district court’s ruling.  

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 Appellants, pursuant to their right guaranteed in the Tribe’s Constitution, 
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circulated a petition in 2011 to recall appellees from office as Tribal Council members. 

The reasons for the recall, which garnered about 74 signatures from tribal members 

(close to 40% of the total eligible voters), were decisions made by appellees that 

appellants felt harmful to the Tribe, specifically (in abbreviated form):1 

 ● Denying needed financial support to Tribal programs while approving a 

reported $1 million annual pledge from the Tribe’s casino to help keep the Kings 

NBA basketball team in Sacramento; 

 ● Violating tribal members’ rights of free expression by retaliating against 

them, punishing them with suspension, removal from office, banishment from the 

Tribe and denial of per capita distribution rights because they or their family members 

spoke out against certain decisions of the Council; 

 ● Denying tribal members access to the tribal laws that govern them; 

 ● Misrepresenting to members of the Tribe that a full, independent forensic 

audit was recently undertaken of the Tribe’s complete financial commitments and 

denying access to tribal members who sought to review anything resembling an audit 

of the Tribe’s finances;  

 ● Refusing to take any action to reclaim, or obtain restitution of, $25 million 

in “unjust enrichment” paid over five years to the Tribe’s outside attorney as a result 

of his undue influence on the Council and his misrepresentation of material facts to it;  

 ● Exercising “prior restraint” of all written communications Tribal members 

                                           
1 A copy of the recall petition is found at Excerpts of Record, p. 419-423 
(hereinafter cited as “ER 419-423”).  
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wish to send to other tribal members through the Tribal Office’s exclusive address list 

of tribal members; and 

 ● Refusing in a previous Tribal Council election to allow candidates or their 

representatives to observe the casting of ballots to ensure the integrity of the election. 

 Appellees denied the petition seeking a recall election on various grounds, 

including a newly drafted Election Committee ordinance that, though not provided to 

appellants, required each individual signature on the petition to be notarized. (ER 7, 

525.)  Appellees then sent written notices of “discipline” to appellants on November 

15, 2011, telling them they had been banished, effective immediately, “from attending 

any tribally sponsored events, and/or entering all tribal properties and/or surrounding 

facilities which includes but is not limited to the Tribal Offices, Thunder Valley 

Casino, the UAIC School, Health and Wellness facilities at the Rancheria, and/or the 

Park at the Rancheria. . ..”  (ER 98, 103, 108 & 115.)  Appellants Dolly Suehead, 

Donna Caesar and Barbara Suehead were banished for two years; petitioner Jessica 

Tavares for 10 years. No notice of hearing or opportunity to be heard was provided to 

appellants before appellees inflicted this punishment upon them. (Id.) 

 Appellees scheduled a one hour ex post facto “appointment” on November 22, 

2011, for each of the appellants to discuss the decisions to withhold their per capita 

distributions. (ER 101.) These monies are appellants’ main, if not sole, sources of 

income.  The denial of per capita distributions was four years for petitioner Tavares 

and six months for the others.  Appellants were also told in the disciplinary 

announcements they could bring one person to the scheduled meeting before the 

Tribal Council to discuss the withholding of their per capita, and that one person 
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could be an attorney. (Id.) 

 Appellants obtained counsel for their scheduled appearances.  That counsel 

asked appellees before the meetings “[i]f the[y] . . . ha[d] any written procedures or 

guidelines for the conduct of these . . . meetings,” and, if so, would they “kindly 

provide . . a copy of same . . . so [he] might more effectively assist [appellants].”  (ER 

409-410.) Counsel also asked if he might bring a stenographer, or video or tape 

recorder to the meetings. Appellees denied these requests, stating appellants could not 

transcribe or record the meetings in any manner, and refused to answer the request 

for “procedures or guidelines for the conduct of these meetings.” (ER 412.) 

 When appellants appeared before the Council on November 22, 2011, there 

were persons present who were neither members of the Council nor tribal members: 

the Tribal Administrator (who has since been indicted for embezzling millions of 

dollars of tribal monies), the Assistant Tribal Administrator and the Tribe’s outside 

public relations representative.  Appellants requested these non-Tribal Council 

members be excused from the proceedings, a request consistent with the letter of 

discipline, which stated appellants would be heard by “the Tribal Council.” (ER 403-

404.)  Appellees denied this request.  Appellants then submitted written declarations 

to appellees, and asked their counsel to present arguments as to why appellants’ per 

capita payments were not properly terminated. (ER 8, 180-200.) 

 On November 29, 2011, appellees issued their decisions to withhold appellants’ 

per capita payments on the same stated grounds for which they had banished them. 

(ER 141-150.)  Appellees also attempted to rebut the declarations submitted by 

appellants, which explained why they did not defame or make knowing or reckless 
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misrepresentations about the Tribe; however, appellees “showing” rested on 

“hearsay” evidence previously undisclosed that appellants were given no opportunity 

to rebut, and disregarded appellants’ sworn statements because they were based on 

hearsay. (Id.) Because appellants had been provided no rules whatsoever about how 

the scheduled meetings would be conducted, it was impossible for them to know how 

to prepare for those meetings and what evidence to provide.  (ER 402-412.) 

 Appellants then filed an appeal before the Tribe’s Appeals Board – a body of 

three tribal members appointed by appellees. (ER 208-238.) That appeal, which only 

concerned the withholding of appellants’ per capita payments (and not the 

“banishment” decisions on which the withholding was based), affirmed appellees’ 

decisions, but reduced the withholding by six months for petitioner Tavares and one 

month for the other appellants. (ER 240-269.) 

 Appellants, having thus exhausted their tribal administrative appeals, properly 

filed this claim for habeas corpus relief under ICRA on October 10, 2013. (ER 1-16.)  

The district court granted appellees’ motion to dismiss under FRCP 12(b)(1) on 

March 21, 2014.  Appellants then filed a timely appeal.  

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

 Appellants were punished for exercising their rights to free speech and to 

petition their tribal government for redress of grievances.  Punishment was ordered 

by appellees in retaliation for appellants’ political speech without affording them due 

process: no prior notice or opportunity to be heard. The maximum punishment 

imposed – banishment from all tribal lands and facilities for up to 10 years, a total bar 
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to running for any tribal office during that time, and curtailment of all tribal financial 

benefits for up to four years – is a “severe restraint” on appellants’ “liberty,” a 

“detention” that, under the circumstances and for the reasons inflicted, violates 

fundamental rights secured by the ICRA. 

 This is a “pure” case of punishment by a tribal government of its members for 

impermissible reasons and by arbitrary and unlawful means. It does not raise any 

“mixed” issues of punishment by banishment and “disenrollment from “membership” 

(which has the collateral consequence of permanent banishment) that federal courts 

are understandably reluctant to parse and get involved with and for which 

considerable discretion is extended to tribes.  

 The district court’s order denying appellants habeas relief emphasizes that their 

banishment, while admittedly a “severe” restraint on their liberty, is not “permanent.” 

From this observation the court’s decision makes the leap in logic to the conclusion 

that only “permanent” banishment, and no “detention” in the form of banishment 

shorter in duration than “forever” qualifies for protection under the ICRA.  This 

conclusion is both logically and legally wrong. 

 Logically it does not follow that because the only cases to prohibit tribal 

banishment orders to date concern permanent banishment, this is now a necessary 

condition for invocation of the ICRA’s habeas remedy.  Legally, the conclusion the 

court reaches from its fallacious reasoning ignores a panoply of cases underscoring 

that the primary objective of habeas corpus is to free persons from restraints on their 

liberty that are “invalid,” that have, as here, been imposed as punishment for 

impermissible  purposes (i.e., in retaliation for exercising free speech) and by illegal 
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means (without due process). Just as habeas serves to free persons in “custody” for 

lesser periods than life imprisonment, so must it be available to free tribal members 

who have been severely detained through banishment for significant periods of time.  

Were this not the case, then the purpose of the ICRA to protect tribal members’ 

rights to free speech and due process from abusive tribal government will be 

eviscerated; and tribal governments can willy-nilly punish its dissident members 

“severely” through the odious sentence of “banishment” so long as they do not 

impose it on them forever.  

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

 The standard of review in this case is de novo because Appellees filed their 

Motion to Dismiss under FRCP Section 12 (b)(1).  (See, e.g., McNatt v. Apfel, 201 F.3d 

1084, 1087 (9th Cir. 2000).) 

ARGUMENT 

 The court below granted appellees’ motion to dismiss for “lack of jurisdiction,” 

stating “temporary”– i.e., 10 years – as opposed to “permanent” banishment, “is not a 

severe enough restraint of [appellants’] liberty to constitute ‘detention’ ” under the 

ICRA. (ER 537.) 

 This was legal error warranting reversal.  ICRA expressly confers jurisdiction 

on federal courts to extend relief under the circumstances that occurred here; and 

there is nothing in the plain language of the ICRA or decisions interpreting its scope 
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of habeas relief that cabins it to orders of “permanent” banishment.2 

I. THE ICRA CONFERS UPON FEDERAL COURTS JURISDICTION 
TO PROTECT FROM TRIBAL GOVERNMENTAL ABUSE THE 
FREE SPEECH AND DUE PROCESS RIGHTS OF APPELLANTS 
THROUGH THE REMEDY OF HABEAS CORPUS. 

 A principal purpose of the ICRA is to “secur[e] for the American Indian the 

broad constitutional rights afforded to other Americans,” and thereby to “protect 

individual Indians from arbitrary and unjust actions of tribal governments.” (COMM. 

ON THE JUDICIARY, Protecting the Rights of the American Indian, S. Rep. No. 90-841, at 5-6 

(1967).) The ICRA expressly protects appellants from, inter alia, appellees’ orders 

punishing them for exercising their “freedom of speech, or of the press, or the right . . 

. [to] peaceably . . . assemble and . . . petition for a redress of grievances.” (25 U.S.C. § 

1302.)  It also guarantees them “due process,” both procedural and substantive.  (Id.) 

 Congress adopted the exact same phrases – e.g., “freedom of speech,” 

“assembly,” “to petition for redress of grievances,” and “due process” – found in the 

First, Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution and incorporated them 

into the ICRA. This evinces a Congressional intent to extend to members of tribes 

rights against abuses by their tribal governments as informed by court decisions 

                                           
2 The court’s memorandum and order of dismissal deals only with the issue of 
subject matter jurisdiction under the ICRA in the context of the most severe 
punishment meted out to appellant Tavares – ten years banishment and four years 
denial of all financial benefits. The court’s order abjures from deciding appellees’ 
defenses of mootness as to the other appellants and whether the ICRA applies only 
to criminal actions.  Accordingly, appellants confine this brief to the issues 
addressed in the court’s memorandum opinion. 
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interpreting analogous rights to individuals against abuses by the federal and state 

governments.  

A. Punishment of Appellants Pursuant to an Ordinance Prohibiting 
Defamation of Tribal Government Officials Because of Statements 
They Made in Support of a Petition for Recall of Tribal Council 
Members Violates the ICRA. 

 The orders punishing appellants are based on statements allegedly made by 

them about, and in the context of, a petition they signed and supported.  The petition, 

circulated pursuant to the Tribe’s constitution, sought recall of incumbent Tribal 

Council members for various decisions they made. (ER 431.)  Appellants were 

charged and convicted, for example, of making “false,” “unfounded,” “ridiculous” 

and “misplaced” “defamatory” statements to the media “outside a tribal forum” 

concerning grievances listed in the petition.  (See ER 141-150.) 

 All offenses listed in the challenged orders constitute “political speech,” which 

includes “[d]iscussion of public issues and debate on the qualifications of candidates,” 

matters “integral to the operation” of government.  (Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 14 

(1976) (per curiam).)  Protections “of speech, assembly, association, and petition, 

though not identical, are inseparable.” (Thomas v. Collins, 323 U.S. 516, 530 (1945); De 

Jonge v. Oregon, 299 U.S. 353, 364 (1937).)  “The Supreme Court has found various 

expressions to be protected political speech, [including] . . . the right to peaceably 

assemble, the right to criticize government officials, . . . [and] circulating petitions for 

signatures with limited regard for truth . . ..”  (Gilda R. Daniels, Voter Deception, 43 

IND. L. REV. 343, 374-375 (2010) (citations omitted).) 

 When it comes to “freedom of speech,” federal laws “ha[ve their] fullest and 
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most urgent application to speech uttered during a campaign for political office.” (Eu 

v. San Francisco County Democratic Central Comm., 489 U.S. 214, 223 (1989) (quoting 

Monitor Patriot Co. v. Roy, 401 U.S. 265, 272 (1971).) “Laws that burden political speech 

are,” accordingly, “subject to strict scrutiny, which requires the Government to prove 

that the restriction furthers a compelling interest and is narrowly tailored to achieve 

that interest.” (Citizens United v. Federal Election Comm’n, 130 S. Ct. 876, 898 (2010) 

(internal quotation marks omitted); see Federal Election Comm’n v. Massachusetts Citizens 

for Life, Inc., 479 U.S. 238, 256 (1986).) 

 The unique protection granted to political speech “was fashioned to assure 

unfettered interchange of ideas for the bringing about of political and social changes 

desired by the people.” (Connick v. Myers, 461 U.S. 138, 145 (1983).)  “Our [free 

speech] decisions have created a rough hierarchy in the constitutional protection of 

speech” in which “[c]ore political speech occupies the highest, most protected 

position.”  (R.A.V. v. St. Paul, 505 U.S. 377, 422 (1992) (Stevens, J., concurring in 

judgment).)  “Laws punishing speech which protests the lawfulness or morality of the 

government’s own policy are the essence of the tyrannical power the [guarantee to 

freedom of expression] guards against.” (Hill v. Colorado, 530 U.S. 703, 787 (2000) 

(Kennedy, J., dissenting).)  “If the [guarantee to freedom of speech] has any force, it 

prohibits [government] from fining or jailing [or banishing] citizens, or associations of 

citizens, for simply engaging in political speech.” (Citizens United v. Federal Election 

Comm’n, supra, 130 S. Ct. at 904.) 
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B. Under the ICRA’s Guarantee to “Freedom of Speech,” Expression 
Critical of the Tribal Council or its Officers, Employees or Agents 
– whether True or False – Cannot be Punished. 

 The Tribal ordinance pursuant to which appellants were purportedly punished 

is strikingly similar to criminal libel laws penalizing persons for falsely criticizing 

government.  Indeed, the Sedition Act of 1798 (“Act”) looks to be the model for the 

ordinance used here to punish appellants.  Enacted by a majority of the Federalists 

then in power in Congress, that Act was used to eliminate Republican opposition by 

making it a criminal offense, punishable by fine or imprisonment, for any person to 

write, print, utter or publish, or . . . knowingly and willingly assist 

or aid in writing, printing, uttering or publishing any false, 

scandalous and malicious writing or writings against the 

government of the United States, or either house of the Congress 

of the United States, or the President of the United States, with 

intent to defame [them]  . . . or to bring them . . . into contempt or 

disrepute . . .. 

(1 Stat. 596 (1798) (italics added).) 

 The Federalists were defeated in the election of 1800 and the Sedition Act 

expired the day before Jefferson was inaugurated President in 1801.  (See generally, 

Geoffrey Stone, IN PERILOUS TIMES: FREE SPEECH IN WARTIME FROM THE SEDITION 

ACT OF 1798 TO THE WAR ON TERRORISM (2004).)  It was not renewed and no similar 

legislation was ever again enacted.  But in 1964, the Supreme Court had occasion to 

opine that the Act violated “the central meaning of the [guarantee to freedom of 

speech].”  (New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 273 (1964).)  That “central 

meaning” of the free speech guarantee has been limned by a renowned scholar: 

Under the basic principles of the [guarantee to free speech], 
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expression critical of the government is protected whether it is 

true or false, and whether it is uttered with malice or with the best 

of intentions.  Indeed, the Sedition Act of 1798 applied only to 

“false” utterances, made with “intent” to defame.  In denouncing 

the constitutionality of that legislation the Supreme Court never 

suggested it would have been valid had it clearly applied only to 

“deliberate or reckless falsehood”. . . Whatever may be the 

justification for declining to protect intentional falsehood in the 

civil libel situation, there is no warrant for refusing to protect it in 

the criminal libel context and thereby resurrecting the ancient law 

of seditious libel. 

(Thomas I. Emerson, THE SYSTEM OF FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION 391 (1970).)3 

 But “resurrecting the ancient law of seditious libel” is precisely what appellees 

did in enacting and enforcing the ordinance used here to punish appellants – through 

the severe sanction of banishment and the curtailment of their per capita shares of 

tribal revenue – for having the audacity to question and criticize its decisions and 

policies. Appellees, in fact, arrogated to themselves the role of accuser, prosecutor and 

ultimate decision-maker when it comes to wielding its abominable defamation 

ordinance.4  In enforcing it against appellants, appellees ignored their guarantee to free 

                                           
3 At another point, Professor Emerson underscored that “criminal libel laws,” like 
the ordinance at issue here, have as “their purpose . . . to preserve the prestige of 
government and the effectiveness of its operations by suppressing criticism.  
Clearly they are in flat contradiction to the First Amendment.” (Emerson, supra, at 
p. 390.) 
4 James Madison observed that “[t]he accumulation of all powers, legislative, 
executive, and judiciary in the same hands . . . may justly be pronounced the very 
definition of tyranny.” (THE FEDERALIST NO. 47 (James Madison), at 303 (Clinton 
Rossiter ed., 1961).) 
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speech, as if seditious libel was somehow outside the ICRA’s protective umbrella for 

political speech.   These pretensions will not wash.  Government has no role in 

defining “truth” and “falsity” when it comes to criticism leveled against it or its 

officials, employees or agents.  In the political realm, “every person must be his own 

watchman for truth, because the forefathers did not trust any government to separate the 

true from the false for us.”  (Thomas v. Collins, supra, 323 U.S. at 545  (Jackson, J., 

concurring; emphasis added).) The guarantee to freedom of speech removes 

“governmental restraints from the arena of public discussion, putting the decision as 

to what views shall be voiced largely into the hands of each of us, in the hope that use 

of such freedom will ultimately produce a more capable citizenry and more perfect 

polity . . . .” (Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15, 24 (1971).)  “[W]hen men have realized 

that time has upset many fighting faiths, they may come to believe even more than 

they believe the very foundations of their own conduct that the ultimate good desired 

is better reached by free trade in ideas – that the best test of truth is the power of the 

thought to get itself accepted in the competition of the market, and that truth is the 

only ground upon which their wishes safely can be carried out. That at any rate is the 

theory of our Constitution.” (Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616, 630 (1919) 

(Holmes, J., dissenting).) 

C. The Banishment Orders are Void Because they were Imposed on 
Appellants in Violation of Their Rights to Due Process of Law. 

 The ICRA guarantees appellants “due process” against its government’s 

actions. “No Indian tribe in exercising powers of self-government shall . . . deprive 

any person of liberty or property without due process of law.”  (25 USC § 1302(8).)  
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 Due process means “fairness,” both in substance and procedure.  Indeed, the 

right to due process should be read broadly as “an independent guaranty of liberty 

and procedural fairness, more general and inclusive than the specific prohibitions” 

contained in other provisions of the Bill of Rights.  (Poe v. Ullman, 367 U.S. 497, 542 

(1961).) 

 It is, then, a denial of due process for a biased government tribunal — the one 

subject to criticism — to take away an individual’s rights without first giving that 

person a hearing – hearing first, punishment later, not the reverse.  To force 

appellants to have their cases heard by individuals who possess biases or who have 

already pre-judged the facts makes a mockery of due process. (See Rosebud Sioux Tribe 

of South Dakota v. Hawk, 407 F. Supp. 1191, 1196-97 (D.S.D. 1976) (Bd. of Regents v. 

Roth, 408 U.S. 564, 569-70 (1972) (“When protected interests are implicated, the right 

to some kind of prior hearing is paramount.”) (italics added).) 

 Yet the reverse is what appellants got when it came to the banishment orders: 

all were banished on November 15 with no prior hearing, and told a “meeting” had been 

set for them on November 22 with the Tribal Council to discuss whether it should 

affirm its intended decision to also cut-off appellants per capita income benefits. (ER 

101.) 

 Appellees’ invitation to appellants to meet with them means, if due process 

means anything, that appellants were entitled to rely upon the appellees’ written 

representation as to who specifically appellants would be meeting with, the identity of 

the Tribal decision-maker(s) or agency to determine whether to affirm punishment 

meted out to them.  Yet when appellants arrived for the meeting, three persons were 
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seated about the conference room table for the meeting who were not Tribal Council 

members or members of the Tribe or had any business being present: two tribal 

employees (the Tribal Administrator and his Assistant) and the Tribe’s retained public 

relations consultant.  Appellants asked that these three people be excused from the 

meeting consistent with the Tribal Council’s letters of accusation to them as to whom 

they would be meeting with, but the Council refused.  Accordingly, appellants chose 

not to discuss matters in front of people whose presence was inconsistent with the 

notices served on them and whose participation made no sense given the nature and 

importance of the punishments at stake; and instead submitted their written 

statements. (ER 403-406.) 

 With regard to appellants’ submitted statements and the Tribal Council’s orders 

commenting on them, “due process” – again if it means anything – must mean that 

those appearing before a governmental body facing punishment for specified offenses 

are entitled to know the procedures to be followed at the meeting and the rules as to 

what evidence, if any, could be considered and how it could be challenged.  At the 

very least, if persons subject to governmental punishment ask for procedures they 

should be provided them so they have some ability to prepare for and participate 

meaningfully in the meeting. Appellants’ counsel wrote to appellees asking for any 

guidelines or procedures regarding the conduct of the meeting and whether he could 

bring a certified stenographer to make a record of it.  “If the Council has any written 

procedures or guidelines for the conduct of these calendared meetings, kindly provide 

me a copy of same as soon as possible so I might more effectively assist my clients 

and the Council.” (ER 409-410.)  He received in return a letter from the Tribal 
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Administrator telling him he could not make a record of the proceedings, and was 

told nothing about his request for guidelines or procedures. (ER 412.) Not having 

procedures for a meeting denies “due process,” because one cannot know what is 

required to overcome a charge for which one has already been found guilty.  To have 

procedures and hide them from an accused, however, is an even more flagrant 

violation of due process.  (See, e.g., Baker-Chaput v. Cammett, 406 F. Supp. 1134,1140 

(D.N.H. 1976); see also White v. Roughton, 530 F.2d 750, 754 (7th Cir. 1976)(finding that 

due process requires “a determination of the issues according to articulated 

standards”).) 

D. Appellees’ Interpretation of the Limited Scope of “Freedom of 
Speech” and “Due Process” under the ICRA is Wrong as a Matter 
of Law. 

 Under any interpretation by the federal judiciary rendered in the past half-

century on the scope and application of “freedom of speech” and “due process,” 

appellees violated appellants’ rights.  Appellees try to dodge application of these 

federal authorities by two gambits: (1) repeated statements that the punishment they 

imposed on appellants was for their violation of tribal ordinances prohibiting the 

“filing of false information in connection with a tribal program,” and “defaming the 

reputation of the Tribe, its officials, its employees or agents outside of a tribal forum” 

that pre-dates the Tribal Constitution and informs the free speech guarantee therein 

(ER 244); and (2) “federal constitutional standards do not apply in this case” because 

“the ICRA may only be interpreted by the tribal government and enforced by the 

tribal forum.” (ER 245-246, 276-277, 307-308, 339-340.) 
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 But the tribal ordinance used by appellees as justification for punishing 

appellants is, as shown, regardless of when adopted or however titled, nothing more 

than a “seditious libel” law.  Seditious libel has three elements: “first, that the content 

of the writing or speech [is] defamatory [of the government or its officials]; second, 

that [appellants] . . . published the writing or made [the speech] . . . intention[ally] . . .; 

and third, that [appellants] . . . acted with a knowing and malicious state of mind.” 

(Philip Hamburger, The Development of the Law of Seditious Libel and the Control of the Press, 

37 STAN. L. REV. 661, 700 (1985).)  The rationale for the offense lay in the view that 

“the crown was the exclusive authority governing the welfare and happiness of the 

body politic . . . . To question authority was not allowed . . . because authority existed 

for the people’s own good and because only the crown had the capacity to judge what 

was right and wrong. [S]editious libel postulated that . . . [a]n attack on . . . authority 

was deemed to undermine its credibility . . . in the same manner that libel . . . injured 

an individual’s reputation. (Judith S. Koffler & Bennet L. Gershman, The New Seditious 

Libel, 69 CORNELL L. REV. 816, 819 (1984).)  

 Appellees’ paternalistic view of themselves in relation to appellants, and their 

quaint notion of their ordinance as authority for their arbitrary punishment of 

appellants for expressing views to which appellees took offense, simply has no place 

in the ICRA’s guarantee to freedom of speech.  The most recent judicial confirmation 

of this is United States v. Alvarez, 132 S.Ct. 2537 (2012), which held the Stolen Valor 

Act’s prohibition on false claims of receipt of military decorations or medals an 

unconstitutional restriction on free speech. 

Were the Court to hold that the interest in truthful discourse alone is 
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sufficient to sustain a ban on speech . . . it would give government 

a broad censorial power unprecedented in this Court’s cases or in 

our constitutional tradition. The mere potential for the exercise of 

that power casts a chill, a chill the First Amendment cannot 

permit if free speech, thought, and discourse are to remain a 

foundation of our freedom. 

(Id. at 2547-48; italics added.) 

 Appellees’ contention that they and they alone, are the ultimate interpreters of 

the meaning of the ICRA’s substantive guarantees to free speech and due process is 

wrong, and has been expressly repudiated by Quair v. Sisco, 359 F.Supp.2d 948 (E.D. 

Cal. 2004) (Quair I): 

We decline the appellees’ invitation to hold under current law 

[that] basic American principles of due process are wholly 

irrelevant in these circumstances, or that the federal courts are 

completely divested of authority to consider whether the alleged 

actions of the members of the tribal Council . . . conform to those 

principles. 

(Id. at 1198-1199.  Accord:  Sweet v. Hinzman, 2009 WL 1175647 at *9 (W.D. Wash. 

April 30, 2009) (Sweet II) (“The court concludes under traditional notions of due 

process, notice and an opportunity to be heard, that these facts combined 

demonstrate a denial of Appellants’ right to due process under ICRA.”); and Poodry v. 

Tonawanda Band of Seneca Indians, 85 F.3d 874, 900-901 (2d Cir. 1996) (permitting tribe 

to avoid federal court jurisdiction by mere incantation of principles of cultural 

relativism would render congressionally created habeas remedy useless.).) 
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II. RELIEF BY WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS UNDER THE ICRA DOES 
NOT REQUIRE “PERMANENT BANISHMENT” OF 
APPELLANTS; A 10-YEAR BANISHMENT IS SUFFICIENT TO 
INVOKE ITS PROTECTION. 

A. Courts Recognize a Fundamental Difference under the IRCA 
between Tribal Government Decisions About “Membership” 
Status and Decisions to “Punish” Members through 
“Banishment” from the Tribe. 

 To secure the rights of “free speech” and “due process” for appellants against 

abuse by tribal officials acting outside their lawful authority, the ICRA makes federal 

habeas corpus relief available “to test the legality of [an individual’s] detention.”  (25 

U.S.C. § 1303.) While neither Congress nor the U.S. Supreme Court has defined 

“detention” for purposes of the ICRA, several opinions clarify that imposition of an 

order of “banishment” as punishment, in contrast to orders disenrolling individuals from 

tribal membership (which has the consequence of permanent banishment), comes within 

the ambit of ICRA’s habeas corpus relief.  In other words, “banishment” and 

“detention” are opposite sides of the “deprivation of liberty” coin under the ICRA; to 

bar an individual from going into a community to which he or she belongs and from 

participating in tribal sponsored activities is not different in principle or result from 

confining that person to a separate space.5 

                                           
5 Historically, banishment has been used to punish criminals and political 
dissidents by expelling them from a community.  (William Garth Snider, 
Banishment: The History of its Use and a Proposal for its Abolition Under the 
First Amendment, NEW ENG. J. ON CRIM. & CIV. CONFINEMENT 455, 458 (1998).) 
Indeed, banishment is “defined as a punishment inflicted upon criminals by 
(footnote continued) 
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  Tribal membership decisions, in contrast and not at issue here, are accorded 

great deference when not meted out for purposes of punishment.  (See, e.g., Santa Clara 

Pueblo v. Martinez, 436 U.S. 49, 51 (1978) (“This case requires us to decide whether a 

federal court may pass on the validity of an Indian tribe’s ordinance denying 

membership to the children of certain female tribal members”; emphasis added) and 

Jeffredo v. Macarro, 599 F.3d 913, 920 (9th Cir. 2005) (“This court is without jurisdiction 

to review direct appeals of tribal decisions regarding disenrollment of members”; emphasis 

added).) 

 Poodry, supra, 85 F.3d 874 was the first circuit court to recognize that in a mixed 

punishment and membership dispute, “detention” as used in the ICRA, encompasses 

punitive orders of tribal “banishment.”  Five members of the federally recognized 

Seneca Tribe were summarily found guilty of “treason” and sentenced to permanent 

banishment for alleging tribal council members misused funds, suspended elections, 

and committed other acts of fraud. (Id. at 876-78.) The tribe ordered the individuals to 

“leave now and never return,” stripping them of their tribal citizenship and all rights 

guaranteed them as members of the tribe.  (Id. at 876.) 

 The banished tribal members sought habeas relief in federal district court, 

alleging violations of substantive provisions of ICRA. (Id. at 879 (including, among 

others, the right to trial, right to counsel, and right to be free from “deprivations of 

liberty and property without due process of law”).)  The district court dismissed their 

                                                                                                                                        
compelling them to quit a city, place or country for a specified period of time.”  
(Michael F. Armstrong, Banishment: Cruel and Unusual Punishment, 111 PA. L. 
REV. 758, 760 (1963).) 
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suit for lack of subject matter jurisdiction, finding banishment to be an insufficient 

“detention” for § 1303 habeas jurisdiction.  (Id.)  On appeal, the Second Circuit 

reversed, holding that banishment is a sufficient restraint on liberty to constitute 

“detention” within the meaning of § 1303, thereby warranting the exercise of habeas 

jurisdiction.  Poodry stated that banishment orders alone, “even absent attempts to 

enforce them,” would be sufficient for habeas jurisdiction. (Id. at 895.) Thus, the 

Second Circuit created a categorical rule that banishment as a form of punishment, in 

contrast to a decision about tribal membership that carries with it the non-punitive 

consequence of disenrollment should one not meet the criteria for tribal citizenship, is 

sufficient for habeas jurisdiction under ICRA. 

 Next came Quair I, supra, 359 F. Supp. 2d 948, where two tribal members from 

the Santa Rosa Rancheria Tachi Tribe challenged in this court under the ICRA their 

Tribal Council’s orders of disenrollment and banishment as punishment for 

appellants’ alleged misuse of tribal funds, defamation of tribal officials, and 

undermining of the tribal government, among other things.  (Id. at 962.)  Quair I was, 

in other words, a mixed tribal membership (disenrollment) and punishment decision.  

Adopting Poodry’s analysis on the scope of ICRA’s habeas relief, Quair I found a 

sufficient restraint on appellants’ liberty to warrant habeas jurisdiction. (359 F. Supp. 

2d at 971.)  Appellees in Quair I, like appellees here, argued that their decisions were 

made in the course of internal tribal government processes integral to a tribe’s 

sovereign authority and immunity, and that federal courts should abstain from 

asserting jurisdiction.  Judge Coyle rejected that argument, however, explaining: 

[T]he court is not addressing whether the decisions to disenroll 
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and banish appellants should or should not have been made in 

their particular cases. Rather, the court is addressing whether the . . . 

Council and the Tribe were required to comply with the requirements of 

Section 1302 in making these decisions. Therefore, the contention that 

this court lacks subject matter jurisdiction because the petitions 

ultimately involve decisions about internal tribal matters is not 
well-taken. 

(359 F.Supp.2d at 975-976 (emphasis added).) 

 Significantly, the court’s analysis in Quair I indicated that, though it was 

considering combined “disenrollment” and “banishment” orders, banishment by itself 

need not be “forever” to invoke habeas review.  Instead, the court, quoting 

extensively from Poodry, stated its decision was based on the “severity of the restraint” 

imposed, and contrasted what would constitute a “severe” restraint with what would 

not – i.e., a “modest fine or a short suspension of a privilege.”  (Id. at 969.)  Here the 

court is asked to review the legality of banishment penalties from two years to 10, and 

monetary deprivations (imposed for the exact same reasons as the banishment orders) 

from a minimum of $150,000 to $1,440,000.  Judicial assessment of whether these 

punishments constitute “short periods” or “modest fines” beyond the reach of habeas 

protection is not purely legal, but requires an examination of how those orders have 

affected and continue to affect appellants.  In making that determination, courts 

should be cognizant that an order of banishment, whether permanent or for a fixed 

period of time, does more than merely restrict one’s freedom to go or remain where 

others have the right to be: “it often works a destruction of one’s social, cultural, and 

political existence.” (Poodry, supra, 85 F.3d at 897.) 

 After Quair I, the Santa Rosa Rancheria Tribe held a review hearing to 
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reconsider the tribal members’ disenrollment and banishment and affirmed both 

decisions.  (Quair v. Sisco, 2007 WL 1490571, at *1-2 (E.D. Cal. May 21, 2007)(Quair 

II).  The disenrolled members then returned to court for relief.  (Id.)  This time the 

court (Judge Levi), wisely “uncoupled” the “disenrollment” orders from the 

“banishment” orders.  Judge Levi found that disenrollment by itself did not 

necessarily impair the tribal appellants’ freedom of movement; and appellants “failed 

to show that disenrollment, separate from banishment, restricts their physical freedom 

in any way.” (Quair II, supra, at *3.) However, as to the orders of banishment, Judge Levi 

retained jurisdiction, refusing to dismiss as moot appellants’ due process claims 

because of the rehearing granted them by the Tribal Council, explaining: 

In [Quair I], Judge Coyle did not find that appellants were entitled 

to only these [due process] protections.  Rather, Judge Coyle 

concluded that disputes of material fact as to these protections 

were enough for appellants’ claims to survive summary judgment. 

Judge Coyle did not decide or address whether ICRA, and in 

particular the rights to due process and a fair trial under ICRA, 

guaranteed appellants additional protections.  Therefore, the 

rehearing mooted only disputes as to whether appellants received 

notice and had the right to confront hostile witnesses, not the 

entire suit. 

(Id. at *4.) 

 Similarly, Sweet v. Sisco, 634 F.Supp.2d 1196 (W.D. Wash. 2008) (Sweet I) found a 

sufficient restraint on liberty to exercise habeas jurisdiction when the Snoqualmie 

Tribe in Washington banished members for their alleged “treason” in attempting to 

create an opposition government without first affording them adequate notice and an 

opportunity to be heard.  The appellants asserted banishment deprived them of their 
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tribal identity and access to services and jobs. The court ruled that “banishment” was 

a sufficiently severe punishment that infringed appellants’ “liberty interests” and 

justified federal habeas relief. 

B. Punishment Inflicted on Appellants by “Banishing” Them from all 
Tribal Lands and Activities for up to Ten Years is a Sufficiently 
Severe Deprivation of their Liberty to Invoke Habeas Relief.

 

 Federal law is clear that to invoke habeas relief under the ICRA, one must 

establish “a severe actual or potential restraint on liberty.”  (Poodry, supra, 85 F.3d at 

880.) This does not, however, require physical confinement.  (Jones v. Cunningham, 371 

U.S. 236, 239-40 (1963); see Dow v. Court of the First Circuit Through Huddy, 995 F.2d 922, 

923 (9th Cir.1993) (per curiam) (holding that a requirement to attend fourteen hours of 

alcohol rehabilitation constituted “custody” because requiring petitioner’s physical 

presence at a particular place “significantly restrain[ed][his] liberty to do those things 

which free persons in the United States are entitled to do.”) (cert. denied, 510 U.S. 

1110.)  

 Though “actual physical custody is not a jurisdictional prerequisite for habeas 

review,” the “[t]erm ‘detention’ [used in the ICRA] must be interpreted similarly to 

the ‘in custody’ requirement in other habeas contexts.” (Jeffredo, supra, 599 F.3d at 918.) 

Employing the aforementioned authorities to this case, the district court here found 

appellants’ “liberty has been severely restrained because they have been excluded from all 

tribal lands and have been precluded from participating in tribal ceremonies and 

cultural events.”  (ER 533; italics added.) 

[Appellant] Tavares was prevented from attending her 
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grandchildren’s school graduations and cannot walk her 

grandchildren to class. [She also] avers “an important cultural 

aspect of our Tribe is respect for our elders.” Yet, [appellants], 

two of whom are “well-respected elders,” have also been unable 

to visit the Tribe’s Senior Center.  Further, [appellants] were 

active in tribal politics before their expulsion: . . . Tavares was the 

former Chair of the Tribal Council and . . . Suehead served on the 

Council.  Under the exclusion order, [appellants] could not attend 

Tribal Council meetings to participate or otherwise engage in 

political activities. . . . Tavares declares: “I have been effectively 

silenced.  My most precious liberties, my freedom of speech and 

freedom of association, have been taken from me.” 

(ER 534.) 

 In addition, the court acknowledged appellants’ “exclusion from all tribal lands 

is magnified by the special connection between American Indians and their ancestral 

homeland, and the cultural destruction wrought by the tragic history of land removal 

and allotment.” (Id. at 533-534; footnotes and authorities omitted.) Finally, the court 

recognized again that “the restraint in this case was severe: like an incarcerated prisoner, 

[appellant] Tavares could not attend graduations of relatives, and [appellants] could 

not participate in tribal political activities, ceremonies and events.”  (Id. at 535.)  

Nonetheless, the court concluded that “temporary exclusion is not a severe enough 

restraint on liberty to constitute ‘detention’ . . ,” implying that punishment by permanent 

banishment is the only “detention” for which habeas relief can be afforded a member 

of a tribe abused by her tribal government.  (Id. at 536.) 

 In reaching this conclusion, the court was mindful of the “logical force” of 

appellants’ argument that “in the ordinary criminal habeas context, . . . just as there is 
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habeas jurisdiction over a ten-year prison sentence and a permanent sentence of life 

without parole alike, so too should there be federal habeas jurisdiction over temporary 

exclusion and permanent exclusion from tribal lands alike.”  (Id. at 535.)  But the 

court was reluctant to find that the “severe restraint” it conceded was present here as 

to appellants was of sufficient duration to warrant habeas relief.  This is an unfair and 

illogical parsing of the ICRA and of decisions interpreting the scope of habeas relief; 

if left undisturbed this decision will stand as an emasculation of the ICRA and leave 

authoritarian tribal governments free to banish members it considers “uppity” for 

whatever periods of time they wish, so long as the banishment falls short of 

“forever.” 

1. Habeas Relief is Primarily Concerned with the Validity of 
the Actual or Potential Deprivation of One’s Liberty – the 
Reasons Animating it and Procedure for Imposing it – not 
the Duration of that Detention. 

 Courts have long recognized that the writ of habeas corpus is widely applicable 

to: 

Confinement under civil and criminal process. . . . Wives 

restrained by husbands, children withheld from the proper parent 

or guardian, persons held under arbitrary custody by private 

individuals . . . as well as those under military control may all 

become proper subjects of relief by the writ of habeas corpus. 

(Wales v. Whitney, 114 U.S. 564, 571 (1885).) 

 The emphasis on habeas questions has, until this decision, been on the “fact” 

of one’s “detention” or “deprivation of liberty” and how and why it was imposed – i.e., 

its legal validity – rather than its duration.  (See Jackson v. Torres, 720 F.2d 877, 879 (5th 
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Cir.1983)(per curiam)(attack on validity or length of confinement lies in habeas).)  “The test 

as to the right to the writ is the existence of . . . detention, actual though it may not be, as 

it deprives one of the privileges of going when and where he pleases.” (Ferris & 

Ferris, THE LAW OF EXTRAORDINARY LEGAL REMEDIES, Part I, pp. 32-33 (1926); 

italics added.)  “What matters,” then, is the “fact” of detention more than its duration, 

whether it “significantly restrains petitioner’s liberty to do those things which . . . free 

[persons] are entitled to do.  Such restraints are enough to invoke the help of the 

‘Great Writ.’ ” (Jones v. Cunningham, supra, 371 U.S. at 243.) Here, of course, appellants 

are not free to come and go as they please, but barred entirely from their tribal trust 

lands, their seat of government, or to attend any meetings or tribally sponsored events 

or run for any tribal office; and that “detention” of their liberty was imposed on 

appellants for an illegal reason (exercise of free speech) and in an unlawful manner 

(no procedural due process). 

 Ex parte Fabiani, 105 F. Supp. 139 (E.D. Pa. 1952) illustrates the principle that a 

detention secured by illegal means and for an improper reason is an independent 

ground for habeas relief irrespective of its duration. The petitioner in that case was a 

medical student studying abroad in Italy who was eligible for the draft.  He received a 

notice of induction from his draft board but did not report as required.  He then 

received a letter from a United States Attorney in December 1951 informing him if he 

did not return to report for induction by February 1952 he would be indicted.  He 

returned a month before then and was ordered to report for induction on February 1, 

1952.  Instead, he filed a writ of habeas corpus challenging his classification by the 

draft board, arguing that he was entitled to a deferment.  The district court ordered 
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that, although the petitioner was not in actual custody of the military, he was in 

“constructive custody,” and issued the writ.  In doing so, the court explained that it 

did “not feel justified in compelling [as a prerequisite to obtaining habeas relief] the 

registrant either to undergo the ignominy of a criminal prosecution, with the 

consequent possible destruction of his medical career, or to submit himself to 

induction amid the notoriety and humiliating and defamatory comment inevitably 

spewed forth in a situation of this kind.”  (105 F.Supp. at 145.) Here, unfortunately, 

appellants suffered and continue to suffer the ignominy and the humiliation of 

prosecution and banishment because the ICRA requires that they “exhaust tribal 

remedies” – however illusory – before seeking habeas relief. 

 That habeas corpus has long been used mainly as a means of attacking the 

validity of restraints on liberty more so than on the duration of those restraints is 

demonstrated by cases challenging the legality of parole terms.  (See Jones v. 

Cunningham, supra, 371 U.S. at 243; Durbin v. California, 720 F.3d 1095, 1096 (9th Cir. 

2013) [recognizing validity of habeas petition to challenge parole term of only two 

years].)   

 The writ has also been recognized as the procedure for challenging induction 

into military service.  (See United States v. Anderson, 24 Fed. Cas. 813 (C.C.D. Tenn. 

1812); In re Falconer, 91 F. 649 (S.D. N.Y. 1898); In re Carver, 103 F.624 (C.C.D. Me. 

1900); and cases collected in Hirabayashi v. United States, 320 U.S. 81, 108 note 2 (1943) 

(concurring opinion).)  In these cases, the only detention on liberty is the status of 

being in the military.  There is no physical custody, for these are not cases of arrest or 

court-martials.  Most cases discuss the legality of the induction without even 
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mentioning the sufficiency of the restraint, much less suggesting that it is not enough 

or of sufficient duration to support the writ.  In the few cases in which the issue has 

been raised, the courts have found the restraint, regardless of how short its duration, 

sufficient.  In one case, for example, the court pointed out that the petitioner was 

under “no more restraint than any other soldier on active duty, who is subject to all 

the orders of his superior, both general orders and those directed to him personally,” 

but then went on to add that the sort of restraint an enlisted man is under is sufficient, 

if in fact his induction was illegal. (United States v. Graham, 57 F. Supp. 938, 941-43 (E.D. 

Ark. 1944); italics added.) 

 In another military case, the restraint or deprivation of petitioner’s liberty was 

even less burdensome than in the above cases.  The petitioner was a draftee who 

alleged he had been illegally classified 1-A.  After reporting for induction, he was put 

on inactive duty, transferred to the reserve, and then released.  He was told to report 

back two weeks later.  During that two week interval, when he was completely free to 

go where he wished, he filed his petition for habeas corpus.  The court refused to 

accept the contention of respondent that the writ was unavailable because of lack of 

restraint. (United States v. Flint, 54 F. Supp. 889 (D. Conn. 1943), aff’d. 142 F.2d (2d 

Cir. 1944).)  

 A district court also held habeas corpus available when a soldier was 

“administratively restricted” to the confines of a camp, even though he was not under 

guard.  (Girard v. Wilson, 152 F. Supp. 21 (D.D.C. 1957), rev’d on other grounds, 354 

U.S. 524.) 

 That, as the opinion in this case recognizes, appellants’ restraint is severe and 
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their punishment unlawful given how and why it was imposed under the provisions of 

the ICRA, is sufficient.  That their punishment is not permanent – “forever is long, 

long time”6 – is beside the point; it is severe and long enough. 

2. The Rationale Upon which the District Court Relies to 
Impose its “Permanent” Banishment Requirement as a 
Condition for Habeas Relief under the ICRA does not 
withstand Scrutiny. 

 The district court gives two reasons for ruling that “permanent banishment” is 

a necessary condition under the ICRA for obtaining habeas relief against an abusive 

tribal government’s punitive orders: (1) “[appellants] have not pointed to a single case 

in which a federal court asserted jurisdiction to review a tribe’s decision to temporarily 

exclude members from all tribal lands;” and (2) citation to what it describes as 

“persuasive [case] authority declining jurisdiction to review restraints short of 

permanent banishment. (ER 535, 536; italics added.)  Neither rationale survives 

scrutiny. 

 In the first place, the absence of cases where courts have extended habeas relief 

under the ICRA for banishments less than permanent means nothing more than that 

cases of permanent banishment are the only ones thus far to come before courts and 

result in published opinions.  Obviously, the severity of the “banishment” is greater if 

it is forever than if it is of lesser duration.  But just because extant cases have only 

                                           
6 Forever’s A Long, Long Time, written by Hank Williams and Jimmie Davis, and 

performed and recorded on October 14, 1951. 
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ruled on the legality of permanent banishment orders, does not mean that shorter 

orders of banishment do not run afoul of the ICRA’s prohibitions.    

 There is, of course, always the danger that, as happened here, a later judge will 

elevate an earlier opinion’s naked holding (tethered to its unique facts) to the dignity 

of a legal “principle,” and attribute to the earlier decision a precedential breadth never 

intended.  Such an act confuses the court’s dispute-settling role with its responsibility 

for institutionalizing the law. The common law tradition, which also applies to 

interpretation of statutory language, is preeminently a system built up by the gradual 

accretion of special instances.  The accretion is not gradual, however, if an improper 

dimension is given to a specific instance or fact from earlier opinions.  This is what 

Roscoe Pound decried as “mechanical jurisprudence,” explaining that its “nadir . . . is 

reached when conceptions are used, not as premises from which to reason, but as 

ultimate solutions. So used, they cease to be conceptions and become empty words.”  

(Roscoe Pound, Mechanical Jurisprudence, 8 COLUM. L. REV. 605, 620-21 (1908).)  This 

tendency is what Justice Cardozo called the “extension of a maxim or a definition 

with relentless disregard of consequences to a ‘dryly logical extreme.’  The 

approximate and relative become the definite and absolute.”  (Hynes v. New York 

Central Railway Co., 2311 N.Y. 229, 231, 131 N.E. 898, 900 (1921).) 

 Second, case authority cited by the district court in support of its conclusion 

that anything short of permanent banishment is outside the ICRA’s protections of 

individual tribal members’ rights, is not in the least “persuasive.”  Five opinions, only 

one of which is published, are listed as supposedly supportive of the principle that 

federal courts “declin[e] jurisdiction to review restraints short of permanent 
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banishment.”  (ER 536.) The first, Shenandoah v. U.S. Dep’t. of Interior, 159 F.3d 708 (2d 

Cir. 1998), following on the heels of Poodry in the same federal circuit court, held, not 

surprisingly, that termination by the Tribe of petitioners’ employment and health 

benefits and exclusion from certain tribal properties did not rise to a sufficiently 

severe restraint to come within the protective umbrella of the ICRA.  Unlike 

appellants’ here, however, those in Shenandoah, did not allege “that they were banished 

from the [Tribe] . . . [or] convicted of any [wrongdoing] . . ..” (159 F.3d at 714.)  

Neither did the appellants in Shenandoah allege, as here, that the tribal actions were 

taken against them in retaliation for their speaking their minds and without notice or 

hearing.  In fact, there is no mention in the opinion of “due process” or “free 

speech,” the predicates for invocation of the ICRA alleged here. 

 Next, the court’s order cites Lewis v. White Mountain Apache Tribe, 2013 WL 

510111 (D. Ariz. Jan. 24, 2013), which does not concern, as here, “banishment” of 

tribal members as punishment for exercising their free speech and doing so without 

affording them due process, but refusal by the tribal government to certify a candidate 

for a tribal council election.  Unlike this case, in White Mountain, the “[p]etitioner 

maintains all the rights and privileges of membership within the . . . tribe;” and while 

“precluded from running for . . . office . . . in one election, he has not [in contrast to 

the appellants here] been barred from running in future elections.” (Id. at *6.)  White 

Mountain underscores that “a writ of habeas corpus is a measure reserved for only the 

most severe restraints on individual liberty—restraints that amount to detention.” (Id.)  

Here, of course, the court found the restraint on appellants to be “severe,” just not 

long enough in duration for issuance of the writ.  But, White Mountain says nothing 
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about the importance or relevance of the duration of a banishment order for the 

issuance of habeas corpus under the ICRA, other than that a bar to running for just 

one election does not suffice. 

 Nor does Quitquit v. Robinson Rancheria Citizens Bus. Council, 2011 WL 2607172 

(N.D. Cal. July 1, 2011), another unpublished opinion, tell us anything about whether 

the only “banishment” severe enough to warrant habeas relief is “permanent” as 

opposed to, as here, banishment for up to 10 years.  Quitquit involved a challenge 

under the ICRA to eviction notices issued by a tribal government to “disenrolled” 

members with holdover leases they had entered into with the tribe for housing on 

tribal trust land.  A bevy of federal opinions before that case established that 

“[n]either federal . . . nor state courts have jurisdiction over eviction actions relating to 

tribal tenants occupying housing on tribal trust land.” (Id. at *5, citing All Mission 

Housing Authority v. Magante, 526 F.Supp.2d 1112, 1116–17 (S.D.Cal.2007); Round 

Valley Indian Housing Authority v. Hunter, 907 F.Supp. 1343, 1346 (N.D.Cal.1995).)  

Quitquit simply confirmed, consistent with these authorities, that it had no jurisdiction 

to review orders in eviction actions, as petitioners are not “in detention” and thus 

have not established their entitlement to relief under § 1303. (Id.) 

 Neither does Paulson v. Tribal Court for the Ute Indian Tribe of the Uintah & Ouray 

Reservation, 2013 WL 1367045 (D. Ut. April 4, 2013) provide any guidance as to 

whether the duration of a banishment order can, by itself, define whether it is severe 

enough for protection under the ICRA.  Paulson involved a challenge under the ICRA 

to a 90-day suspension of petitioners’ privilege to appear before tribal courts.  The 

court rejected that challenge with the terse observation that “the temporary 
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suspension of one’s license to practice as a tribal court advocate is simply not the 

‘custody’ required to sustain habeas corpus proceedings.”  (Id. at *2.) 

 Finally, Mitchell v. Seneca Nation of Indians, 2013 WL 1337299 (W.D.N.Y. Mar. 29, 

2013), which the district court here cited for its observation that “short of an order of 

permanent banishment, federal courts have been reluctant to find tribal restraints 

severe enough to warrant habeas review” (id. at *2), helpful on the length of time a 

banishment order must be in effect for the ICRA to be applicable.  It is not helpful 

because the petitioner there presented a challenge completely different from 

appellants here.  There, the petitioner sought relief under the ICRA from a tribal 

resolution barring him from entering tribal property or having business dealings with 

the tribe and its members until his federal indictment for defrauding members of the 

tribe was concluded.  “Mitchell has not been banished, lost his [tribal] membership, or 

been convicted of a crime.”  (Id. at *3.)   

 The court’s observation about the “reluctance” of federal courts to provide 

relief for less than permanent banishment is in part unremarkable dicta; correct insofar 

as the few cases that have thus far afforded relief under the ICRA for tribal 

banishment have been ones where “permanent” banishment occurred, but wrong in 

its characterization that this shows “reluctance” by courts to extend relief for 

banishments of a lesser duration.  It’s just that no case, until this one, has presented 

the opportunity to squarely address whether a 10-year banishment suffices. 

CONCLUSION 

 Appellants have been punished for exercising their rights to free speech, to 
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petition their tribal government for redress of grievances.  That punishment – 

banishment from all tribal lands and activities for up to 10 years and curtailment of all 

tribal financial benefits for up to four – is, as the district court stated, a “severe” 

restraint on their liberty.  It was imposed by appellees arbitrarily, without affording 

appellants the benefit of notice or hearing.  This “detention” of appellants violates the 

express guarantees in the ICRA to “free speech” and “due process.” 

 The writ of habeas corpus should be granted and the court’s order dismissing 

this case for lack of jurisdiction should be reversed.  

DATED: September 24, 2014 HANSON BRIDGETT LLP 
 
 
 
 By: /s/ Andrew W. Stroud 
 ANDREW W. STROUD 

Attorneys for Petitioners/Appellants 
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STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES 

Counsel for Appellants is not aware of any related cases pending in this Court. 
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25 U.S.C. § 1301. Definitions 

For purposes of this title, the term— 

(1)  "Indian tribe" means any tribe, band, or other group of Indians subject to 
the jurisdiction of the United States and recognized as possessing powers of 
self-government; 

(2)  "powers of self-government" means and includes all governmental powers 
possessed by an Indian tribe, executive, legislative, and judicial, and all offices, 
bodies, and tribunals by and through which they are executed, including courts 
of Indian offenses; and means the inherent power of Indian tribes, hereby 
recognized and affirmed, to exercise criminal jurisdiction over all Indians; 

(3)  "Indian court" means any Indian tribal court or court of Indian offense; 
and 

(4)  "Indian" means any person who would be subject to the jurisdiction of the 
United States as an Indian under section 1153, title 18, United States Code, if 
that person were to commit an offense listed in that section in Indian country 
to which that section applies. 

 

25 U.S.C. § 1302. Constitutional Rights 

(a)  In general. No Indian tribe in exercising powers of self-government shall-- 

(1)  make or enforce any law prohibiting the free exercise of religion, or 
abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press, or the right of the people 
peaceably to assemble and to petition for a redress of grievances; 

(2)  violate the right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, 
and effects against unreasonable search and seizures, nor issue warrants, but 
upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly 
describing the place to be searched and the person or thing to be seized; 

(3)  subject any person for the same offense to be twice put in jeopardy; 

(4)  compel any person in any criminal case to be a witness against himself; 

(5)  take any private property for a public use without just compensation; 

(6)  deny to any person in a criminal proceeding the right to a speedy and 
public trial, to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation, to be 
confronted with the witnesses against him, to have compulsory process for 
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obtaining witnesses in his favor, and at his own expense to have the assistance 
of counsel for his defense (except as provided in subsection (b)); 

(7)  (A) require excessive bail, impose excessive fines, or inflict cruel and 
unusual punishments; 

(B)  except as provided in subparagraph (C), impose for conviction of 
any 1 offense any penalty or punishment greater than imprisonment for 
a term of 1 year or a fine of $ 5,000, or both; 

(C)  subject to subsection (b), impose for conviction of any 1 offense 
any penalty or punishment greater than imprisonment for a term of 3 
years or a fine of $ 15,000, or both; or 

(D)  impose on a person in a criminal proceeding a total penalty or 
punishment greater than imprisonment for a term of 9 years; 

(8)  deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of its laws or 
deprive any person of liberty or property without due process of law; 

(9)  pass any bill of attainder or ex post facto law; or 

(10)  deny to any person accused of an offense punishable by imprisonment the 
right, upon request, to a trial by jury of not less than six persons. 

(b)  Offenses subject to greater than 1-year imprisonment or a fine greater than $ 
5,000. A tribal court may subject a defendant to a term of imprisonment greater than 
1 year but not to exceed 3 years for any 1 offense, or a fine greater than $ 5,000 but 
not to exceed $ 15,000, or both, if the defendant is a person accused of a criminal 
offense who-- 

(1)  has been previously convicted of the same or a comparable offense by any 
jurisdiction in the United States; or 

(2)  is being prosecuted for an offense comparable to an offense that would be 
punishable by more than 1 year of imprisonment if prosecuted by the United 
States or any of the States. 

(c)  Rights of defendants. In a criminal proceeding in which an Indian tribe, in 
exercising powers of self-government, imposes a total term of imprisonment of more 
than 1 year on a defendant, the Indian tribe shall-- 

(1)  provide to the defendant the right to effective assistance of counsel at least 
equal to that guaranteed by the United States Constitution; and 

(2)  at the expense of the tribal government, provide an indigent defendant the 
assistance of a defense attorney licensed to practice law by any jurisdiction in 
the United States that applies appropriate professional licensing standards and 
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effectively ensures the competence and professional responsibility of its 
licensed attorneys; 

(3)  require that the judge presiding over the criminal proceeding-- 

(A)  has sufficient legal training to preside over criminal proceedings; 
and 

(B)  is licensed to practice law by any jurisdiction in the United States; 

(4)  prior to charging the defendant, make publicly available the criminal laws 
(including regulations and interpretative documents), rules of evidence, and 
rules of criminal procedure (including rules governing the recusal of judges in 
appropriate circumstances) of the tribal government; and 

(5)  maintain a record of the criminal proceeding, including an audio or other 
recording of the trial proceeding. 

(d)  Sentences. In the case of a defendant sentenced in accordance with subsections 
(b) and (c), a tribal court may require the defendant-- 

(1)  to serve the sentence-- 

(A)  in a tribal correctional center that has been approved by the Bureau 
of Indian Affairs for long-term incarceration, in accordance with 
guidelines to be developed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (in 
consultation with Indian tribes) not later than 180 days after the date of 
enactment of the Tribal Law and Order Act of 2010 [enacted July 29, 
2010]; 

(B)  in the nearest appropriate Federal facility, at the expense of the 
United States pursuant to the Bureau of Prisons tribal prisoner pilot 
program described in section 304(c) [234(c)] of the Tribal Law and 
Order Act of 2010 [note to this section]; 

(C)  in a State or local government-approved detention or correctional 
center pursuant to an agreement between the Indian tribe and the State 
or local government; or 

(D)  in an alternative rehabilitation center of an Indian tribe; or 

(2)  to serve another alternative form of punishment, as determined by the 
tribal court judge pursuant to tribal law. 

(e)  Definition of offense. In this section, the term "offense" means a violation of a 
criminal law. 
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(f)  Effect of section. Nothing in this section affects the obligation of the United 
States, or any State government that has been delegated authority by the United 
States, to investigate and prosecute any criminal violation in Indian country. 

 

25 U.S.C. § 1303. Habeas Corpus 

The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall be available to any person, in a court 
of the United States, to test the legality of his detention by order of an Indian tribe. 
 

28 U.S.C. § 1291. Final Decisions of District Courts 

The courts of appeals (other than the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal 
Circuit) shall have jurisdiction of appeals from all final decisions of the district courts 
of the United States, the United States District Court for the District of the Canal 
Zone, the District Court of Guam, and the District Court of the Virgin Islands, 
except where a direct review may be had in the Supreme Court. The jurisdiction of 
the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit shall be limited to the 
jurisdiction described in sections 1292(c) and (d) and 1295 of this title. 
 

28 U.S.C. § 2107. Time for Appeal to Court of Appeals 

(a)  Except as otherwise provided in this section, no appeal shall bring any judgment, 
order or decree in an action, suit or proceeding of a civil nature before a court of 
appeals for review unless notice of appeal is filed, within thirty days after the entry of 
such judgment, order or decree. 

(b)  In any such action, suit, or proceeding, the time as to all parties shall be 60 days 
from such entry if one of the parties is-- 

(1)  the United States; 

(2)  a United States agency; 

(3)  a United States officer or employee sued in an official capacity; or 

(4)  a current or former United States officer or employee sued in an individual 
capacity for an act or omission occurring in connection with duties performed 
on behalf of the United States, including all instances in which the United 
States represents that officer or employee when the judgment, order, or decree 
is entered or files the appeal for that officer or employee. 
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(c)  The district court may, upon motion filed not later than 30 days after the 
expiration of the time otherwise set for bringing appeal, extend the time for appeal 
upon a showing of excusable neglect or good cause. In addition, if the district court 
finds-- 

(1)  that a party entitled to notice of the entry of a judgment or order did not 
receive such notice from the clerk or any party within 21 days of its entry, and 

(2)  that no party would be prejudiced, 

the district court may, upon motion filed within 180 days after entry of the judgment 
or order or within 14 days after receipt of such notice, whichever is earlier, reopen the 
time for appeal for a period of 14 days from the date of entry of the order reopening 
the time for appeal. 

(d)  This section shall not apply to bankruptcy matters or other proceedings under 
Title 11. 

 

Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 4. Appeal as of Right—When Taken 

(a) Appeal in a Civil Case. 

(1) Time for Filing a Notice of Appeal.  

(A) In a civil case, except as provided in Rules 4(a)(1)(B), 4(a)(4), and 
4(c), the notice of appeal required by Rule 3 must be filed with the 
district clerk within 30 days after entry of the judgment or order 
appealed from. 

(B) The notice of appeal may be filed by any party within 60 days after 
entry of the judgment or order appealed from if one of the parties is: 

(i) the United States; 

(ii) a United States agency; 

(iii) a United States officer or employee sued in an official 
capacity; or 

(iv) a current or former United States officer or employee sued in 
an individual capacity for an act or omission occurring in 
connection with duties performed on the United States' behalf--
including all instances in which the United States represents that 
person when the judgment or order is entered or files the appeal 
for that person. 
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(C) An appeal from an order granting or denying an application for a 
writ of error coram nobis is an appeal in a civil case for purposes of Rule 
4(a). 

(2) Filing Before Entry of Judgment. A notice of appeal filed after the court 
announces a decision or order -- but before the entry of the judgment or order 
-- is treated as filed on the date of and after the entry. 

(3) Multiple Appeals. If one party timely files a notice of appeal, any other party 
may file a notice of appeal within 14 days after the date when the first notice 
was filed, or within the time otherwise prescribed by this Rule 4(a), whichever 
period ends later. 

(4) Effect of a Motion on a Notice of Appeal.  

(A) If a party timely files in the district court any of the following 
motions under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the time to file an 
appeal runs for all parties from the entry of the order disposing of the 
last such remaining motion: 

(i) for judgment under Rule 50(b); 

(ii) to amend or make additional factual findings under Rule 
52(b), whether or not granting the motion would alter the 
judgment; 

(iii) for attorney's fees under Rule 54 if the district court extends 
the time to appeal under Rule 58; 

(iv) to alter or amend the judgment under Rule 59; 

(v) for a new trial under Rule 59; or 

(vi) for relief under Rule 60 if the motion is filed no later than 28 
days after the judgment is entered. 

(B) 

(i) If a party files a notice of appeal after the court announces or 
enters a judgment -- but before it disposes of any motion listed in 
Rule 4(a)(4)(A) -- the notice becomes effective to appeal a 
judgment or order, in whole or in part, when the order disposing 
of the last such remaining motion is entered. 

(ii) A party intending to challenge an order disposing of any 
motion listed in Rule 4(a)(4)(A), or a judgment's alteration or 
amendment upon such a motion, must file a notice of appeal, or 
an amended notice of appeal -- in compliance with Rule 3(c) -- 
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within the time prescribed by this Rule measured from the entry 
of the order disposing of the last such remaining motion. 

(iii) No additional fee is required to file an amended notice. 

(5) Motion for Extension of Time.  

(A) The district court may extend the time to file a notice of appeal if: 

(i) a party so moves no later than 30 days after the time prescribed 
by this Rule 4(a) expires; and 

(ii) regardless of whether its motion is filed before or during the 
30 days after the time prescribed by this Rule 4(a) expires, that 
party shows excusable neglect or good cause. 

(B) A motion filed before the expiration of the time prescribed in Rule 
4(a)(1) or (3) may be ex parte unless the court requires otherwise. If the 
motion is filed after the expiration of the prescribed time, notice must be 
given to the other parties in accordance with local rules. 

(C) No extension under this Rule 4(a)(5) may exceed 30 days after the 
prescribed time or 14 days after the date when the order granting the 
motion is entered, whichever is later. 

(6) Reopening the Time to File an Appeal. The district court may reopen the time to 
file an appeal for a period of 14 days after the date when its order to reopen is 
entered, but only if all the following conditions are satisfied: 

(A) the court finds that the moving party did not receive notice under 
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 77(d) of the entry of the judgment or 
order sought to be appealed within 21 days after entry; 

(B) the motion is filed within 180 days after the judgment or order is 
entered or within 14 days after the moving party receives notice under 
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 77(d) of the entry, whichever is earlier; 
and 

(C) the court finds that no party would be prejudiced. 

(7) Entry Defined.  

(A) A judgment or order is entered for purposes of this Rule 4(a): 

(i) if Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 58(a) does not require a 
separate document, when the judgment or order is entered in the 
civil docket under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 79(a); or 
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(ii) if Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 58(a) requires a separate 
document, when the judgment or order is entered in the civil 
docket under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure  

 79(a) and when the earlier of these events occurs: the 
judgment or order is set forth on a separate document, 
or 

 150 days have run from entry of the judgment or order 
in the civil docket under Federal Rule of Civil 
Procedure 79(a). 

(B)  A failure to set forth a judgment or order on a separate document 
when required by Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 58(a) does not affect 
the validity of an appeal from that judgment or order. 

(b)  Appeal in a Criminal Case. 

(1)  Time for Filing a Notice of Appeal.  

(A)  In a criminal case, a defendant's notice of appeal must be filed in 
the district court within 14 days after the later of: 

(i)  the entry of either the judgment or the order being appealed; 
or 

(ii)  the filing of the government's notice of appeal. 

(B)  When the government is entitled to appeal, its notice of appeal 
must be filed in the district court within 30 days after the later of: 

(i)  the entry of the judgment or order being appealed; or 

(ii)  the filing of a notice of appeal by any defendant. 

(2)  Filing Before Entry of Judgment. A notice of appeal filed after the court 
announces a decision, sentence, or order -- but before the entry of the 
judgment or order -- is treated as filed on the date of and after the entry. 

(3)  Effect of a Motion on a Notice of Appeal.  

(A)  If a defendant timely makes any of the following motions under the 
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, the notice of appeal from a 
judgment of conviction must be filed within 14 days after the entry of 
the order disposing of the last such remaining motion, or within 14 days 
after the entry of the judgment of conviction, whichever period ends 
later. This provision applies to a timely motion: 

(i)  for judgment of acquittal under Rule 29; 
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(ii)  for a new trial under Rule 33, but if based on newly 
discovered evidence, only if the motion is made no later than 14 
days after the entry of the judgment; or 

(iii)  for arrest of judgment under Rule 34. 

(B)  A notice of appeal filed after the court announces a decision, 
sentence, or order -- but before it disposes of any of the motions 
referred to in Rule 4(b)(3)(A) -- becomes effective upon the later of the 
following: 

(i)  the entry of the order disposing of the last such remaining 
motion; or 

(ii)  the entry of the judgment of conviction. 

(C)  A valid notice of appeal is effective -- without amendment -- to 
appeal from an order disposing of any of the motions referred to in Rule 
4(b)(3)(A). 

(4)  Motion for Extension of Time. Upon a finding of excusable neglect or good 
cause, the district court may -- before or after the time has expired, with or 
without motion and notice -- extend the time to file a notice of appeal for a 
period not to exceed 30 days from the expiration of the time otherwise 
prescribed by this Rule 4(b). 

(5)  Jurisdiction. The filing of a notice of appeal under this Rule 4(b) does not 
divest a district court of jurisdiction to correct a sentence under Federal Rule of 
Criminal Procedure 35(a), nor does the filing of a motion under 35(a) affect the 
validity of a notice of appeal filed before entry of the order disposing of the 
motion. The filing of a motion under Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 35(a) 
does not suspend the time for filing a notice of appeal from a judgment of 
conviction. 

(6)  Entry Defined. A judgment or order is entered for purposes of this Rule 4(b) 
when it is entered on the criminal docket. 

(c)  Appeal by an Inmate Confined in an Institution. 

(1)  If an inmate confined in an institution files a notice of appeal in either a 
civil or a criminal case, the notice is timely if it is deposited in the institution's 
internal mail system on or before the last day for filing. If an institution has a 
system designed for legal mail, the inmate must use that system to receive the 
benefit of this rule. Timely filing may be shown by a declaration in compliance 
with 28 U.S.C. § 1746 or by a notarized statement, either of which must set 
forth the date of deposit and state that first-class postage has been prepaid. 
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(2)  If an inmate files the first notice of appeal in a civil case under this Rule 
4(c), the 14-day period provided in Rule 4(a)(3) for another party to file a notice 
of appeal runs from the date when the district court dockets the first notice. 

(3)  When a defendant in a criminal case files a notice of appeal under this Rule 
4(c), the 30-day period for the government to file its notice of appeal runs from 
the entry of the judgment or order appealed from or from the district court's 
docketing of the defendant's notice of appeal, whichever is later. 

(d)  Mistaken Filing in the Court of Appeals. If a notice of appeal in either a civil or a 
criminal case is mistakenly filed in the court of appeals, the clerk of that court must 
note on the notice the date when it was received and send it to the district clerk. The 
notice is then considered filed in the district court on the date so noted. 

 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12. Defenses and Objections: When and How 
Presented; Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings; Consolidating Motions; 
Waiving Defenses; Pretrial Hearing 

(a)  Time to Serve a Responsive Pleading. 

(1) In General.  Unless another time is specified by this rule or a federal statute, 
the time for serving a responsive pleading is as follows: 

(A)  A defendant must serve an answer: 

(i)  within 21 days after being served with the summons and 
complaint; or 

(ii)  if it has timely waived service under Rule 4(d), within 60 days 
after the request for a waiver was sent, or within 90 days after it 
was sent to the defendant outside any judicial district of the 
United States. 

(B)  A party must serve an answer to a counterclaim or crossclaim 
within 21 days after being served with the pleading that states the 
counterclaim or crossclaim. 

(C)  A party must serve a reply to an answer within 21 days after being 
served with an order to reply, unless the order specifies a different time. 

(2) United States and Its Agencies, Officers, or Employees Sued in an Official 
Capacity.  The United States, a United States agency, or a United States officer 
or employee sued only in an official capacity must serve an answer to a 
complaint, counterclaim, or crossclaim within 60 days after service on the 
United States attorney. 
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(3) United States Officers or Employees Sued in an Individual Capacity.  A United 
States officer or employee sued in an individual capacity for an act or omission 
occurring in connection with duties performed on the United States' behalf 
must serve an answer to a complaint, counterclaim, or crossclaim within 60 
days after service on the officer or employee or service on the United States 
attorney, whichever is later. 

(4) Effect of a Motion.  Unless the court sets a different time, serving a motion 
under this rule alters these periods as follows: 

(A)  if the court denies the motion or postpones its disposition until 
trial, the responsive pleading must be served within 14 days after notice 
of the court's action; or 

(B)  if the court grants a motion for a more definite statement, the 
responsive pleading must be served within 14 days after the more 
definite statement is served. 

(b)  How to Present Defenses. Every defense to a claim for relief in any pleading 
must be asserted in the responsive pleading if one is required. But a party may assert 
the following defenses by motion: 

(1)  lack of subject-matter jurisdiction; 

(2)  lack of personal jurisdiction; 

(3)  improper venue; 

(4)  insufficient process; 

(5)  insufficient service of process; 

(6)  failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted; and 

(7)  failure to join a party under Rule 19. 

A motion asserting any of these defenses must be made before pleading if a 
responsive pleading is allowed. If a pleading sets out a claim for relief that does not 
require a responsive pleading, an opposing party may assert at trial any defense to that 
claim. No defense or objection is waived by joining it with one or more other 
defenses or objections in a responsive pleading or in a motion. 

(c)  Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings. After the pleadings are closed--but early 
enough not to delay trial--a party may move for judgment on the pleadings. 

(d)  Result of Presenting Matters Outside the Pleadings. If, on a motion under Rule 
12(b)(6) or 12(c), matters outside the pleadings are presented to and not excluded by 
the court, the motion must be treated as one for summary judgment under Rule 56. 
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All parties must be given a reasonable opportunity to present all the material that is 
pertinent to the motion. 

(e)  Motion for a More Definite Statement. A party may move for a more definite 
statement of a pleading to which a responsive pleading is allowed but which is so 
vague or ambiguous that the party cannot reasonably prepare a response. The motion 
must be made before filing a responsive pleading and must point out the defects 
complained of and the details desired. If the court orders a more definite statement 
and the order is not obeyed within 14 days after notice of the order or within the time 
the court sets, the court may strike the pleading or issue any other appropriate order. 

(f)  Motion to Strike. The court may strike from a pleading an insufficient defense or 
any redundant, immaterial, impertinent, or scandalous matter. The court may act: 

(1)  on its own; or 

(2)  on motion made by a party either before responding to the pleading or, if a 
response is not allowed, within 21 days after being served with the pleading. 

(g)  Joining Motions. 

(1) Right to Join.  A motion under this rule may be joined with any other motion 
allowed by this rule. 

(2) Limitation on Further Motions.  Except as provided in Rule 12(h)(2) or (3), a 
party that makes a motion under this rule must not make another motion under 
this rule raising a defense or objection that was available to the party but 
omitted from its earlier motion. 

(h)  Waiving and Preserving Certain Defenses. 

(1) When Some Are Waived.  A party waives any defense listed in Rule 12(b)(2)-
(5) by: 

(A)  omitting it from a motion in the circumstances described in Rule 
12(g)(2); or 

(B)  failing to either: 

(i)  make it by motion under this rule; or 

(ii)  include it in a responsive pleading or in an amendment 
allowed by Rule 15(a)(1) as a matter of course. 

(2) When to Raise Others.  Failure to state a claim upon which relief can be 
granted, to join a person required by Rule 19(b), or to state a legal defense to a 
claim may be raised: 

(A)  in any pleading allowed or ordered under Rule 7(a); 

(B)  by a motion under Rule 12(c); or 
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(C)  at trial. 

(3) Lack of Subject-Matter Jurisdiction.  If the court determines at any time that it 
lacks subject-matter jurisdiction, the court must dismiss the action. 

(i)  Hearing Before Trial. If a party so moves, any defense listed in Rule 12(b)(1)-(7)--
whether made in a pleading or by motion--and a motion under Rule 12(c) must be 
heard and decided before trial unless the court orders a deferral until trial. 
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